2 . In what follows, we let C 1 , C 27 . . . denote positive absolute constants and let C be a positive constant . p, q with or without subscript, always denote primes . Then the number -Y (n) of solutions of the equation n = p +t, where p is a prime and t is a natural number not divisible by any bj , is given by (2 .2) N(n) = n(log n) -1 n (1-( (bj )) -1 )+o(na(log n) (bj, n)=1
Remarks . If either b 1 > 3 or if n is even then N(n) is asymptotic to the main term in (2 .2) . Similar remarks apply to Theorem 2 below, which can be proved along the same lines as Theorem 1 . Also it easily follows from the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions and the sieve of Eratosthenes that if (b i , bj ) = 1 and 00 1 = oo then íY(n) = on) . j=1 b ; (loge) .
THEORElvi 2 . Let l be any non-zero integer . Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the number N, (x), of princes p not exceeding x such that p + Z is not divisible by any b;, satisfies
3 . Proof of Theorem 1 . We denote by v, natural . numbers not divisible by any bj , and by d all finite power products jjb;7 where e; = 0 or 1, and we write h (d) _ (-1)'ej . We begin with LEtimzn 1 . We have 
Note that, if d (n) denotes the number of divisors of n, then
( ,
This completes the proof of the lemma .
LEnnviA 4 . There exists a function ri(e)->-0 as e-->0, such that the number of primes p < n satisfying n-p -0(modb i ), for some b j E (n 1-E , n] is less than
for every EE (0, 41) .
Proof . First note that the number of composite bi's not exceeding n is at most n 1 J 2 . For a fixed bi E (n1-', n], n -p -0 (modbi ) has at most (n/b i.) < ns solutions . Thus the contribution of the composite bi 's is less than n'r 2 + 'To complete the proof it, thus, suffices to show that the number of solutions of n = p (mod q), n1 _ E < q < n, q prime, is less than (ri(e) +o (1))n(logn)-1 .
In other words we have to prove that the number of solutions of n = p + aq, is less than p, q primes not exceeding n and a < nE (27 (E) +o ( 1 ))it(log n) -, First note that the number of solutions of n = p+aq, a < n8 , ( a, n) > 1 and p, q primes not exceeding n is less than a<W p I a since s < 1/4 . Now for a fixed a < nE and (n, a) = 1, the number of primes q < n, for which n -aq is a prime, by Lemma 1 .4 of [2 ] , if C2 is a sufficiently small constant, is less than 'a 1 1 1 2)
( 1 1 ) 3 a 1 1 2 )j 1 1 Proof of Theorem 3 . Let, for any, k ->-1, N(n, k) be the number of solutions of n = p T t, p prince, t > 0 and t E4 0 (mod b,), for all j < k, and let A (n, k) be the number of solutions of n = p T t, t > 0, t -0 (mod b;) for some j > k. We need the following lemmas .
LEAZnA 5 . For every k > 1, there exists n (k) such that N(n, k) > C, (nj(log •n)(log k)), for all n > n(k) .
Proof . Since each bí > 3, either bi -0(mod2 2 ), or there exists a prime qí, 3 such that bí -0(mod gí) . Let 1(k) be the number of distinct primes in the set {qí} . Let these be denoted by qí , i = 1, . . ., l(k) . Note that, N(n, k) is not less than the number of solutions of n = p Tt, t > 0, t -0(mod 2 2 ) and t -0(mod q . i ) for all i < l(k) .
This latter number solutions, by Theorem 1, is not less than Here we used (4 .2) . Since, for each bj e (n/2, n], there exists at most one prime p < it such that n -p(modbj ), the number of solutions of n =-p(niodb,), p < ,a, b j E (v.(2, n] is less than (4 .7) B(n) = o(n/((logn)zloglogia)) .
By summing (4 .6) over s and adding (4 .7) to the result, we get that the number of solutions of n --p (mod b,), for some bj > J/n, p < n P . Erdöa, G . Jogesh Babu and K . Ramachandra is o (n (log n) -') .
Now the lemma follows from (4 .5) .
To complete the proof of Theorem 3, first note that for any k > 1 
